Plunk
Plunk

With its boat-shaped front and saddle-seat, Plunk can be a perfect place to rest your feet.
(Left)

**Plunk** 68001
Ottoman

W 26.75" D 15.25"
H 17.25" SH 16.25"

**Oona Textile:**
Charcoal (Plunk), Teal (Ponder)

**Kenora Leather:**
Olive Tree, True Blue, Winter Dusk (Plunk)

All wood is Natural Ash

Cut sheets, options and pricing available on keilhauer.com

(Right Top)

**Plunk** 68001
Ottoman

(Right Bottom)

**Sip** 68002
Wood stool

**Sip** 68951
Low round end table

**Sip** 68952
High round end table

Plunk 68001
Ottoman

**Upholsteries and Finishes**

- **Haven Textile:** Asiatic Lily, Cosmos, Wave (Plunk)
- **Oona Textile:** Charcoal (Plunk), Teal (Plunk)
- **Kenora Leather:** Olive Tree, True Blue, Winter Dusk (Plunk)

- **Matte Laminate:** Nero Ingo (Sip)
- **Base Finish:** Onyx (Sip)
- **Edge Detail:** Exposed Ply (Sip)
Plunk Designed by EOOS
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